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REAL ESTATE SPOTLIGHT

There isn’t anything to do
in Topanga.
And lots of other cool things too.

We get The Topanga Life.
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REAL ESTATE SPOTLIGHT

We are
The New
Normal
&
The Old
Normal.

The Difference.
Home Sellers and Buyers have a choice of many agents and brokerages to represent
them. Oliver Ferra produces results and for over 20 years our Team has consistently
raised the bar and challenged ourselves to provide the finest Real Estate Representation
possible anywhere. Recognized throughout Los Angeles as city-wide top agents, and the
dominant real estate force locally, we pull from a deep well of experience in all aspects of the
process including cutting edge marketing, expert negotiation skills, and a proven track
record unmatched anywhere in the area.
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Joy in the Shadow of the Virus

D

ays before Governor Gavin Newsom’s stay-at-home order in response to the dramatic surge
in COVID-19 cases in California, I admit I ventured out of my house over the Thanksgiving
weekend to a grocery store, to give blood at the Woodland Hills Red Cross Center, and to cover a local
story. I’m glad I did those things but I’m also of a mind that it was foolish to make those choices.
The grocery shopping provided me with a lovely solo Thanksgiving dinner at home and a FaceTime
call with my son and grandkids. Comfort. I had already scheduled the Red Cross visit, which I do on a
regular basis because they call me and say my blood type is needed. This time, in ten days, I can check
online to see if I’ve tested positive for antibodies. A noble reason to give and live. (page 17 for Jean
Colonomos’ “COVID-19 Diary”)
A highlight that weekend was covering Kat High’s Hugelkultur sustainability workshop and a reason
to love carbon (page 18). She wisely scaled it down to six invitees to work outside with the two team
leaders, nine of us in all. Glorious, purposeful, albeit with cautious socializing, masked and distanced.
It was psychologically uplifting while at the same time, the shadowy specter of a deadly virus lurked
unseen. The photo of Leigh Adams (above) is here because her joyful enthusiasm is such a balm and
the photo made us laugh. The chain saw is a necessity in the landscaping business.
In the following pages, we offer some gifts of the season. Chanukah began yesterday and Rabbi
Weiss and his wife, Dina, will celebrate by driving around in their Menorah Mobile to bring
blessings and a Chanukah kit for congregants to celebrate at home (page 8). Kathie Gibboney muses
on “The Spirit of Christmas Present” (page 16), and the pandemically-aware Topanga Christian
Fellowship Church is holding Parking Lot services outdoors on the first Sunday of the month
(topangachristianfellowship.org; (310) 455-1048). Educator Amy Weisberg documents the “Silver
Linings” parents of her kindergarten children have discovered in distance learning under the cloud of
uncertainty a virus brings. (page 15)
In this time of giving, in the midst of Pandemic 2020-2021, two local non-profits, the Topanga
Women’s Circle, and our Topanga Community Center, let us know they are in need of funding (page
5). Please open your wallets and hearts to them and/or your charity of choice.
Kait Leonard spotlights Topanga author and poet, Philip Daughtry, (pages 10-11) with a profile of
his new book of poems, “Runaway Angels.”
Looking for Joys of the Season? Vaccines are coming but call up your common sense for a bit longer
and determine to be alive to receive it by taking this pandemic seriously. Make the sacrifice and stay
close to home, wear a mask, wash your hands, keep your distance, Zoom and FaceTime with loved
ones and friends or whatever it takes to stay connected. Safely.
—Flavia Potenza
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“Celebrate the Holidays Together.” Even
though we are limited in celebrating holidays
with family, Valerie Walsh’s message is one
of hope and love for our future in her latest
Paperscape for the cover. All elements are
hand-made painted paper.
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For Landscaper and Hugelkultur afficionado, Leigh Adams, a chain saw is a necessary tool and she knows how
to use it. We agreed that no woman should be without one.
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SEASON’S GREETINGS TO ALL!
Bring every joy and kindness you can, wherever you can, to whomever
you can, during this season of love and light and throughout the year.

news
Donate to Support Our Topanga Community Center
By Nonie Shore,
VP Fundraising & Events
The Topanga Community Center
(TCC) is seeking donations to
compensate for a shortfall of $65,000
this year due to COVID-19 closures
and needing to cancel Topanga Days.
The TCC with its surrounding
11 acres has served Topanga for
generations. Pre-pandemic, we had
regular events like the ever-popular
Food Truck Fridays, Square Dances,
Disco Nights, and Bingo. Monthly
Canyon Sage’s dinners and classes
in our senior classroom, as well as
Topanga Youth Services classes and
musicals were constant activities,
along with Tae Kwon Do, Cub Scout
meetings and activities, dance classes
for kids, soccer on the ballfield, and
the fabulous playground.
The TCC is longing to bring

back all of those things, as well as
our beloved Swap Meet and Chili
Cook-off and Fiddle & Griddle.
The pandemic, however, has
brought unforeseen closures and
cancellations of nearly everything,
including Topanga Days, the annual
fundraiser that we depend on to
help run the property for the year to
come.
The TCC also served as a Red
Cross blood drive center and since
August, has hosted monthly drive-in
movie nights for members. As well,
the TCC was a polling location in
the election, and this summer, with
the help of a County Grant, gave out
mobile meals from local restaurants to
those severely impacted by Covid-19.
Visit topangacommunitycenter.org to
see what we are up to.
Until we can go back to serving
Topanga with all of these great

$65,000

Raised
$5000

programs, we’ve been reaching out
with morale-boosting distanced
events since April. Do you remember
the mobile Easter Bunny coming
to your neighborhood, and the
Mariachi band? That was your
Community Center!

While the TCC, a 501(c)3 nonprofit volunteer organization, has
been managing its books carefully,
we are now dipping into our rainy
day funds for the basic costs of
maintaining the TCC, which means
we need your support until we
see sunny skies again. Even if you
have never stepped foot on TCC
property yet, we are asking that
everyone in the 90290 zip code take
ownership and chip in to support
our community center, as we do
not receive any regular government
funding or property tax dollars to
run it.
We have a shortfall of nearly
$65,000 for 2020 and a goal of raising
as much as possible before December
31. Please donate what you can to help
us get there, as together, we can move
mountains! (topangacommunitycenter.
org/donate) n

Year-End Giving TWC
By Wendy Skolfield
Topanga Women’s Circle’s (TWC)
current Challenge Grant 2020
campaign is more important than
ever and they are counting on the
generosity of those who support
their mission to help get through
this most demanding of times.
Because of the pandemic,
there has been a 14% increase in
homelessness. As a result, families
are moving much more rapidly
out of transitional housing and
into permanent housing resulting
in providing many more units
than ever before, on average 8-10
a month.
Great news for the families,
but lots more shopping for
TWC! In keeping with Covid-19
restrictions, TWC’s Bin at Pine
Tree Circle is no longer open for
donations on Saturday mornings
but will re-open once the world
returns to normal.
Because of the generous
Kick Start donations of several
Topanga families, all donations

meal, including a full fridge and
pantry, a table beautifully set for
dinner, and age-appropriate toys
and books for the children, these
weary families can finally take a
deep breath and know they are on
the road to recovery. They are off
the streets and can begin to regain
hope and dignity... they are home
at last.
TWC dedicated volunteers have
set up more than 1,500 apartments
since its founding, in both the
Westwood Transitional Village
complex and Venice Community
Housing’s Transitional Living
Center for moms and kids.
TWC leaves a Welcome Card for weary families who are finally off the streets and
can begin to regain hope and dignity in their fully furnished new home.

made by December 31, 2020, will
be matched and doubled and are
guaranteed to improve the lives of
the veterans and homeless families
that TWC serves.
Topanga Women’s Circle mission
has always been to help give families

in transition a sense of pride in
their new home. After experiencing
the unrelenting difficulties of being
homeless, to finally move into their
new apartment and see fresh new
bedding and towels, a kitchen filled
with everything needed to cook a

To donate online:
topangawomenscircle.org and
select “Donate”; To donate by
mail: Make checks payable to:
Community Partners fbo TWC
and send to: Community Partners.
P.O. Box 741265, Los Angeles, CA
90074-1265
To become part of the TWC
volunteer family, please select the
“Join Us” tab on the website. n

Letters

In My Defense
Alleysun Jones

In response to the article,
“Topanga Peace Alliance Vigil
Turns Ugly” (The Canyon
Chronicle, November 13,
2020, No. 11), Alleysun Jones
felt she was misrepresented in
the article. We invited her to
give her side of the story in a
Letter to the Editor and that
we would publish it. This is
her statement.
“Lionel came up behind
me and insulted me, so I
turned around and he hit me

in the face, while Catherine
McClenahan sucker-punched
me with her sign. Everyone
laughed and I walked away,
but who was this girl that
imitated Lionel and hit me
square on my face with her
sign? So, a while later, I went
back to meet her and ask for
an apology, but she hit me two
times more, so I finally got her
back with my sign. Earlier,
everyone laughed at me when
I was hit, so I understood it was
just a game called, ‘Targeting
the Trump Supporter.’ n

Alleysun Jones sent this photo “of me by myself with my Trump sign, with a
pack of people behind me, which was the usual setup until Halloween.”
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News
Single-Car Accident on TCB
Causes Two-Acre Brush Fire
and 36-Hour Power Outage
By Annemarie Donkin
A single-car accident crashed into a power
pole on Monday, Nov. 30 at about 9:14 p.m.
on Topanga Canyon Blvd. at Grandview,
according to the Malibu-Lost Hills Sheriff ’s
Station.
Known as “Curve Incident,” the collision
sparked a two-acre vegetation fire when power
equipment hit the hillside, requiring an entire
battalion to extinguish, according to Captain
Fowler at Topanga’s Fire Station 69.
Officer Wes Haver of the California
Highway Patrol West Valley Division said
there were no injuries or arrests at the scene.
Even though the “Curve Incident”
occurred just about 1.5 miles south of Fire
Station 69, live wires blocked access to the
vegetation fire, requiring units from Pacific

Coast Highway to handle, according to the
T-CEP Emergency Status report Monday
night.
A portion of the road, from Pacific Coast
Highway to Fernwood Pacific Drive, was
closed in both directions from Monday night
until Wednesday, Dec. 2.
The power would not be restored until
Wednesday afternoon, resulting in a 36-hour
power outage along TCB for about 22 SoCal
Edison customers and about 1,000 customers
in Malibu.
“The road being closed is most likely due
to SoCal Edison rebuilding/replacing the
power pole and connecting powerlines that
were damaged in the collision,” said Deputy
Michael Cerveny, C.I.T Team, Los Angeles
Sheriff Department Malibu/Lost Hills
Station.

Photo by L.A. County Lost Hills/Malibu Sheriff’s Department.

Photo by Susan Clark was taken from a video that she
posted to Nextdoor Topanga.

Broken Water
Main Gushes
into Power Lines
on TCB
By Annemarie Donkin

A water main break closed down a portion of
Topanga Canyon Blvd. from Santa Maria Road to
Entrado Drive on Tuesday, Dec. 1 at about 1:16 p.m.
The break closed both lanes for an 0.8-mile
stretch, according to Fire Captain Fowler of Station
69, who said firefighters took control of traffic as the
water reached into the power lines.
Los Angeles County Waterworks District 29
workers were on the scene and finally located the
correct valve to shut the water off, according to
Captain Fowler.
There were no injuries or vehicle accidents
during the two-hour incident. There was, however,
heavy water damage to a house on the south side of
TCB, according to the Captain, who said firefighters
helped the homeowner mop up her property.

Photo posted on Nextdoor Topanga by Susan Rodriguez

SEASON’S GREETINGS
TO ALL!
Bring every joy and kindness you can,
wherever you can, to whomever you can,
D uring this season of love and light
and throughout the year.
(Above) This car crashing into a telephone pole caused power equipment to hit the hillside, which
caused the fire (below) and a 36-hour power outage. Next door advice: “If your car catches on fire and
you’re near dry brush do not open the hood. Oxygen will fuel fire & it will more likely jump into dry
brush. Carry a fire extinguisher in your car.”
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IN ESCROW

18162 Kingsport

$2,375,000

Jon & Lisa Saver
CalBre Lic.#00764901 & #01203202

Beautifully Remodeled 3 bedroom, 2 bath Ocean view home in the Sunset Mesa
neighborhood in Malibu. Just minutes to Santa Monica, the Palisades Village,
and Malibu’s beaches.

207 Muerdago Rd.

$1,775,000

310.455.2540
310.989.0839
TopangaHomesOnline.com

REDUCED

Post Office Tract Craftsman home on
approx 1 acre. This estate has multiple
structures and is fully fenced. Main house
features 3 beds, 2 baths, gourmet kitchen/
family room with fireplace. Artists retreat
featuring art studios. Gazebo, swimming
pavillion with a large stationary swim spa.
Walking distance to State Park trails, shops,
and Topanga Elementary.

Sotheby’s International Realt y and the Sotheby’s
International Realty logo are registered (or unregistered)
service marks used with permission. Operated by Sotheby’s
International Realty, Inc. If your property is listed with a
real estate broker, please disregard. It is not our intention to
solicit the offerings of other real estate brokers. We are happy
to work with them and cooperate fully.
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Chanukah
Celebrating Chanukah 2020 with the Menorah Mobile!
By Rabbi Dovid Weiss

T

his year Chanukah celebrates the holiday
December 10 - December 18. While it’s usually
celebraed with family, friends, and community, this
year it will be celebrated by families individually. It
is celebrated with great joy and happiness. We light
the menorah every night, sing songs of the great
miracle that took place, play dreidel, and eat latkes.
While we had public celebrations every year,
this year we will be driving a “Menorah Mobile,”
with a large, illuminated menorah. It will be
traveling throughout the canyon bringing the joy of
Chanukah to everyone from afar. n
Contact Chabad of Topanga to arrange a visit by the
Menorah Mobile and receive a Chanukah kit for your
home. (310) 455-1597 or rabbiweiss@hotmail.com

Here is a delicious Chanukah latke recipe to enjoy with your family!
ingredients
4 medium potatoes, peeled
1 large onion, peeled
2 eggs
2 teaspoons Kosher Salt
1 teaspoon black pepper
1 teaspoon Baking Powder
3 tablespoons flour
oil, for frying

Prepare the batter
In a large bowl combine eggs, salt, pepper, and baking powder. Set aside.
In a food processor fitted with the “kugel” blade, add onion and potatoes. Process.
Use your hands to scoop out potato mixture and over the sink or a bowl press your hands
together to try and squeeze out as much “juice” as possible.
Add “dryer” potato mixture to the egg bowl.
Repeat until all the potatoes and onion have been added. Mix until combined.
Add flour and stir until fully incorporated.
Tip: After grating the onion and first three potatoes with the kugel blade I like to switch to the fine
“stringy” grater (C blade) and do the last potato like that. This gives the latkes just the right
amount of fluffiness with all the goodness of the crispy strings!
Note: Also, instead of using my hands to squeeze out the potatoes, I like to use a large fine mesh
strainer. I press down with the back of a large spoon to push all the liquid out of the potato. I then
transfer my grated potato and onions to a bowl to mix with all the other ingredients and then
return the completed latke mixture to the strainer so that any more liquid that accumulates can
just drip right through to a bowl. This will keep the last latke you fry just as crispy as the first one!
Fry
Heat a large pan over medium-high heat. Add enough oil to fill the pan one inch high.
When oil is hot, use a ladle to drop in large scoops of potato mixture, making sure not to over
crowd the pan. (This may take a few batches but the more room each latke has to fry, the
crispier the result will be!)
Allow each latke to fry for two minutes on the first side, then flip and fry one more minute.
Remove to a cooling rack or paper towel to drain (To Paper Towel or Not To Paper Towel)
and repeat with remaining batter.
Serve hot and enjoy!

Topangans, Let’s Connect

Topanga Caregiver
Access Card
Do you or someone you know need
medical assistance from a caregiver
to evacuate during a disaster?
If yes, we want to hear from you.

The Topanga Town Council
Working to connect the
Topanga community to
opportunities and services
available to them.
For more information:
OneTopanga.com
TopangaTownCouncil.org
310-455-3001, ext. 0
© 2020 Topanga Town Council. All rights reserved.
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The Town Council now offers Topanga Caregiver Access Cards
for caregivers of residents who have a medical need for assistance
during a disaster or evacuation.

Apply for your and your caregiver’s Access Card today.
Visit: TopangaTownCouncil.org
Call: 310-455-3001, ext. 0
Email: contact@topangatowncouncil.org
Include your name, contact information and a brief reason for getting
in touch. One of our volunteer board members will contact you.
Note: Caregivers include those assisting the elderly, sick or disabled. Contact the
Town Council for more information.
The Topanga Town Council, an all volunteer 501(c)(4) nonprofit organization, proudly serving the Topanga community since 1977.

RUDE INTERRUPTIONS
Art for Art’s Sake
By Joel Bellman

F

or some 15 years, I lived a short
and pleasant walk from the La
Brea Tar Pits, the Page Museum,
and the Los Angeles County
Museum of Art. Almost every
weekend, my wife and I would
stroll down to peruse LACMA’s
permanent collection or take in
the latest special exhibition. Friday
and Saturday nights were given
to the expertly curated film series
at the Museum’s Bing Theater,
where LACMA’s Director of Film
Programs, Ronald Haver—clad in
his customary safari hiking gear—
would welcome the audience with
witty and informed commentary
about the evening’s program.
After our two sons were born, the
routine expanded to include visiting
the Page, what the boys called the
“bone museum,” where you could
watch volunteers in their glassedin lab painstakingly cleaning the
tar off the tiny fossils and carefully
collating them. And every day on
the sunny patio, busker Charlie
Cox, dressed as a traveling frontier
entertainer and a fixture at the
museum since 1975, accompanied
himself on guitar or banjo and
played for change, cracking corny
jokes to delight the children.
It’s now been more than two
decades since I left my former
Miracle
Mile
neighborhood.
Haver died far too young from
AIDS in 1993; his movie theater
and most of the other LACMA
buildings we regularly visited have
been completely demolished to
make way for a controversial new
$750 million replacement structure
designed by Swiss architect Peter
Zumthor.
As LACMA undertakes the most
extensive and costly renovation
since it first opened in 1965, the
County’s Natural History Museum,
of which the Page is a part, in
December 2019 selected New
York architects, Weiss/Manfredi,
to lead a master planning team of
its own to reimagine the eastern
part of the County’s vast Wilshire
Boulevard museum campus. Like
other museums in the pandemic,
the Page has been closed to visitors
since mid-March, but the outdoor
park remains open and I hope that
somewhere, somehow, Charlie Cox,
now about 75, is still making music.
What
occasions
these
reflections are fond memories of
having the privilege of introducing
my children from an early age
to those art, culture, music- and
history-filled visits, and the grim
contrast with today’s coronavirusblasted arts hellscape. Museums,
movie houses, and live music
and dramatic venues, like the
Theatricum Botanicum, remain
closed, and most singers, dancers,
actors, and musicians have been
functionally unemployed for more

Calliope Teaching Orpheus, Alexandre-Auguste Hirsch, 1865

than eight months. The lucky ones
may have found ways to practice
their art in isolation, or post solo or
collaborative videos free online to
pass the time and keep themselves
in the public eye. The unlucky ones
are condemned to watch their skills
rust away in obscurity, robbed
of even the restaurant work that
traditionally supports struggling
artists in between paying gigs.
Donald Trump was infamously
an enemy of the arts—unless you
count misusing funds from his nowshuttered foundation’s charitable
assets to secretly purchase
massive portraits of himself—
and he repeatedly attempted to
zero out funding for the National
Endowment for the Arts and
the National Endowment for the
Humanities. The vaunted CARES
Act coronavirus relief package
passed in March included nearly
$250 million for arts and culture
organizations nationwide—which
may sound like a lot, but represents
less than two annual budgets for
LA County’s art and natural history
museums alone. The now-expired
Paycheck Protection Program
offered a bit of additional relief for
arts workers, but not much.
Like those hapless animals
caught in the La Brea Tar Pit, the
dying Trump administration now
flails and flounders as it disappears
into the primordial ooze.
Looking ahead, what might
we expect from a Biden-Harris

administration?
The arts community greeted
Joe Biden’s election with cautious
optimism, noting that both he
and Kamala Harris have in the
past pushed back on proposed arts
budget cuts and supported modest
funding increases and some artsrelated legislation, but nothing
dramatic or visionary. Some
commercially successful artists and
their well-heeled patrons, hoping
to restore some trickle-down tax
breaks for wealthy collectors, will
likely hope in vain.
In a more perfect world, we
might hope for the kind of truly
robust investment in artists and
the arts that characterized FDR’s
Works Progress Administration,
which from 1935-43 subsidized
and even directly hired individual
artists, writers, and performers
and funded numerous programs
through its Federal Project Number
One, which included projects
for writers, musicians, artists,
theatrical creators, and historians.
Will Geer was one of them, as
part of the innovative but shortlived Project 891, the classic
theatre branch of the Federal
Theatre Project run by producer
John Houseman and the 21-yearold Orson Welles.
While the arts industries were
and are a vital part of regional
economies like Los Angeles,
New York, and Chicago, the FDR
administration was also aiming

higher: that in desperate times,
artists no less than other workers
deserved to be gainfully and
productively employed, by the
government itself, if need be, in
their chosen professional field, and
that the arts, no less than business,
agriculture, or labor, deserved to
be “an immediate concern of the
ideal commonwealth.”
The arts industry does more
than put food on the table for
its creatives; those artists in turn
challenge our intellect and nourish
our souls, demanding that we strive
to become our better selves. It’s said
that politicians campaign in poetry
and govern in prose. But is it really
asking too much of a Biden-Harris
administration to take that more
bold and adventurous philosophy
to heart—and perhaps try to
govern in poetry as well?
William Carlos Williams put it
this way, in “Asphodel, That Greeny
Flower” (1962):
My heart rouses
thinking to bring you news
of something
that concerns you
and concerns many men. Look at
what passes for the new.
You will not find it there but in
despised poems.
It is difficult
to get the news from poems
yet men die miserably every day
for lack
of what is found there. n
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Above, Daughtry’s latest book of poems, “Runaway Angels,” a vivid
autobiography in verse, available at spdbooks.org. “Daughtry’s works spring
from his lived experiences [that] encompass the globe, various mythologies,
and decades of history.”

By Kait Leonard

The life and work of local poet and author Philip
Daughtry, who “left no part of myself unlived.”
ressed in western duds that would do his ancestors, the
outlaws Frank and Jesse James, proud, Philip Daughtry
sauntered up to the bar and surveyed the offerings.
“What’s your sweetest drink,” he finally said.
“Probably a mocha,” said the barista.
“I’ll take one of those. Make it decaf,” he said.
I have to admit, it’s not what I expected my cowboy companion
to order.
When I set out to profile poet and prose writer, Philip Daughtry, I
knew I was taking on a lot. Where do you begin when the first thing
that comes to mind is There are no words to explain Daughtry?
I had a job to do, so I plunged into the project. I read and reread
his work, especially his most recent collection of poems, “Runaway
Angels” (Mercury House Press, 2020). I researched and studied. I
made pages of notes, which I brought to our meeting.
As we sipped coffee on the patio of a trendy Malibu café, I
periodically glanced at my list of questions about writing strategies,
literary inspiration, and future projects. But glance was all I could
do. I found myself drifting into the Daughtry world, as the poet and
storyteller lured me down a winding trail of tales from a life filled
with horror and beauty, savagery and sophistication. When the early
evening mist from the Pacific Ocean rolled in, I walked to my car,
not so much ready to write, but with a deep appreciation for Philip
Daughtry, both the man and his work.
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In spite of his love of everything Western and his connection to
the famous James brothers (half brothers, he corrects, pointing out
that he resembles Frank), Daughtry was born in a mining town on
the northeastern coast of England in 1942. His father served in the
military during World War II and was eventually discharged after
an injury. The family moved into a British prison camp for five years
because housing was in short supply. During this period, young
Daughtry witnessed the suffering one might expect to see in a POW
camp, terror, sickness, and broken spirits.
When Daughtry speaks about these early years, and in many of
the stories he tells about his father, he speaks in a distinct Geordie
accent. The accent and dialect seem to be intrinsically tied to certain
times, themes, and ideas. His Northumberland roots may be hidden
under his cowboy duds, but the dialect of his birthplace emerges
when needed.
It is the Geordie lad in Daughtry who writes in “Doon Pit” (1981)
about men who spend their lives “shullin coals frae National Coal
Board/excivatin devil’s arsehole tae make rent/.” The poet seems to
hold in his creative memory a specific place for the stories of these
miners. That piece of him speaks in Geordie dialect as if choosing
different language would strip something essential from these men
who were used for their labor, regardless of the toll it took on their
spirit. By writing in their dialect, the poet refuses to take anything
more from them.
The harshness of the coal mines seems to haunt Daughtry. Even
in his most recent collection, “Runaway Angels,” he returns to this
topic. In “Pit Ponies,” he again sets free his inner Geordie to tell the
story of feeding the ponies “…who gave and gave/and wake, afraid
from haulin heavy coal/ so deep inside oor mithor earth, I’ll die/ an
nivor live te kick the sky.” Here the ponies represent the despair of
those whose lives are consumed by the mines. The ponies do not fear
their impending death. Rather, their hopelessness comes from the
knowledge that they will die without having ever lived. This is the fate
of anyone forced into the maw of the mines. And it is clear through
his work that, to Daughtry, an unlived life is the worst fate of all.
But the poet/writer is not only the Geordie lad. In fact, he moves on
at eleven years old when the family emigrates to Canada. According
to the brief bio at the end of Runaway Angels, once in Canada, young
Daughtry worked on a pig farm before moving onto a Cree reserve to
live with a Quaker aunt. Still just a boy, Daughtry’s life already seems
bigger than it should be for the short number of years spent living it.
And it doesn’t stop there.
In 1956, he makes his way to New York, where he hangs out in
Greenwich Village. Then, following in the footsteps of Kerouac, and
perhaps drawn inevitably by the Wild West blood flowing through his
veins, he heads west. He lands in Colorado where he lives his lifelong
dream of becoming a cowboy. This love of the West, its history, its
mythology, its devasting natural beauty, all of this will nourish his art.
As is true for many writers and artists who find themselves

Philip Daughtry at a North Carolina poetry reading, 1995.

mysteriously drawn to the West, for
Daughtry it is both real place and metaphor.
It is the actual land that must be tilled and
where cattle get moved about by men on
horses. It is the physical territory where
Native Americans fought to survive the
western migration of the European settlers
and where the two cultures continue to
struggle to find harmony.
It is also a place of a stark kind of mystery,
where people and animals live in a landscape
of deserts that seem intent on destroying
them. For Daughtry, the West is a place
where “Paiute eyes saw further than luck.”
The title poem of the new collection speaks
of the spiritual hold the West has on the poet.

When Philip Daughtry wrote as
Philip Suntree

Visiting Alaska, 2015

PHILIP DAUGHTRY

In Case Alaska
Dies Before I Do
(for Ulli Steltzer*)

I wake in a hunter’s dream
swimming against it
until resistance
surrenders
to some undersea kinship
in the deeps of sleep
where human faces
grow a seal’s whiskers.
Higher in the Chugash
wolves howl a slice
off the moon
before carnivorous silence
devours the world
its wintery ghost
of translated entrails

Runaway Angel
One spring morning
Walking the pasture
I fell into a horse’s eye.
I’m still there.
The horse has gone.

Sitting across from Daughtry, every bit the image of a cowboy, though he
now resides in Topanga Canyon, there is no question that some part of him
will always be in the mythical West. But just as the Geordie lad continues to
live deep inside him, the road does not end on a Colorado ranch either. From
there, he moved around, picking up work on ranches from the western United
States to Belize but, again, hearing the call of Kerouac’s road, Daughtry hit the
trail and made his way to California.
It’s hard to imagine how he went from childhood in a prison camp to cowboy
riding the range to graduate student at the University of California, Irvine, but
that’s what he did. His readers should all be very grateful because it was at UCI
where Daughtry attended a Robert Bly poetry reading. It was Daughtry’s very first
reading, and it changed the course of his life. On the spot,
he decided that he would become a poet. This decision
was so unexpected that after he announced it, his father
asked if he had sexual issues he needed to talk about.
Daughtry went on to receive an MFA, and from
there he spent several years teaching. But it should
come as no surprise that the travel bug bit Daughtry
again. He took off and spent the next 10 years or so
criss-crossing the globe. Finally, in the early Seventies,
he moved to the Bay Area during what is known as
the Second San Francisco Renaissance. He took his
place among the group of poets sometimes called the
“post-Beats” or “Baby Beats.” He was in good company
with poets like Thomas Rain Crowe, Kay McDonough,
Jim Dallesandro, and several others whose work was
informed by their Beat predecessors.
But I resist this label. Undeniably, the Beat
influence is clear in some of his early work. Still, I
reject this and all other labels for Daughtry’s work.
His poetry and prose can no more be contained in
a movement than by genre, time period, dialect,
or national boundary. Daughtry’s work springs
from his lived experiences, and those experiences
encompass the globe, various mythologies, and decades of history.
I began writing about Philip Daughtry by admitting that I don’t have the
skill to truly do the job. I don’t know how to get at the essence of his writing. I
have presented some facts and shared a few opinions, but the subject is too big
for me. I think it is better to let Daughtry speak for himself and for his work.
In his novel, “Night Ride with Dahlia,” he perfectly expresses the spirit that
runs through his writing: “Standing in the road’s dusty sunbeams my senses were
wondrously charged by the conviction that I had left no part of myself unlived.”
With profound generosity and a cowboy’s abandon, Philip Daughtry
shares with each reader the wonders he has encountered throughout his
richly lived life. n

Earth’s final warming
revelations
of mammoth tusks
fossil snowmobiles
oil slicks from melting permafrost.
Fresh ice skitches the lake
each rush fleet
as a hummingbird dart
whispers man brush your teeth.
Pawing another face
in the toothpaste mirror
I see a piano vulture
hunched over dead keys
mutter to a cannibal fire
peel redeye spuds
hard as halibut sinkers.
a life’s mad flickering
dance in the arms of alder logs.

The Stray Moon, 1975,
was Daughtry’s first
published book. Harry
Reese of Turkey Press won
a letterpress award for its
fine printing quality. “I was
married to Susan Suntree
(her name was Susan Stout
and we invented the name,
Suntree, together but after
we broke up, I returned to
my birth name Daughtry.”
November 3, 1975.

Why Poetry? Poetic language carries
unmediated energy directly into the soul
awakening us, sometimes with startling
wildness. There are truths seeking
expression only found in the arts. Without
a living poetry, language decays. Because
humans think in language, (even describing
ourselves to ourselves in words), we need
an enriched speech to grow consciousness.
Poetry reminds me,say, when a loved one
meets my eyes, how so much gathers to
every instant.
* Ulli Steltzer was a prominent Canadian
photographer who lived among various Inuit
communities and captured their way of life.
She befriended me during a difficult time.
The Chugash refers to a mountain range in
western Alaska.
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The Readable Feast
The Hammer, Sickle,
and the Heart
Reviewed by Paula LaBrot

T

opanga is a community that,
historically, includes a plethora of
creative, productive artists, musicians, and
writers in residence. Among our present
population is writer C.P. Rosenthal.
He has authored 12 novels, a
memoir, two books of narrative
essays, a book of animal philosophy,
and has co-authored two books of
experimental poetry. Rosenthal calls
his newest work, “The Hammer, The
Sickle and The Heart: Trotsky and
Kahlo in Mexico,” a “realist novel.”
The story follows the last years
of Leon Trotsky, a leading Marxist
revolutionary of the 20th century, who
saw his dream of communism turn
into the nightmare that cost the lives
of millions of people worldwide. In the
battle for power following the death of
Lenin, Trotsky lost out to Stalin and
was exiled. Stalin purged Russia of his
enemies both in Russia and abroad,
including Trotsky, who was assassinated
in Mexico in 1940 by a Soviet agent,
Ramon Mercader, who plunged an ice

pick into Trotsky’s head.
The characters in Rosenthal’s book
are historical figures. The artists, Frieda
Kahlo and Diego Rivera, initially
sponsor and protect Trotsky. Then
Kahlo seduces him, causing pain and
humiliation to Trotsky’s dedicated
partner, Natalia Sedova. Various figures
from the art world appear, some friends,
some pro-Stalinist enemies.
Rosenthal’s dynamic, visceral
narrative gives the reader the feeling of
experiencing the events portrayed in
real time. Self-serving, power- hungry
disregard for the consequences of
obsessive wants, behaviors, and actions
weaves a tapestry of tragedy in this tale.
Rosenthal took five years to research
this, his first “realist” book, and two
years to write it and is mindful about
taking liberties with time lines and
conversations. The book assumes some
basic knowledge of history. I like reading
something that makes me want to know
more, and I found myself looking up
a lot of the characters to find out who
they really were and what happened to
them. I learned a lot!

Passages
Hani Naser, 1950-2020

T

he magnificent soul known as Hani Naser left
his mortal coil peacefully in the early morning
hours of 16 November. Hani was known for his
big, beautiful heart and that heart could not bear
the pain of several family members, all women
and children, who were senselessly and mercilessly
shot and killed by a madman in Henderson, NV,
just weeks earlier.
A master musician, Hani was known for his skill
as both a world-class percussionist/rhythmist as
well as for his moving and passionate oud playing.
He was self-taught, having picked up his first oud
at age four, immediately displaying some serious
chops. His percussion playing was also innate,
instinctive and complex. Hani formed a duo with
the brilliant string god, David Lindley, and brought
David’s quirky compositions to life with his superb
rhythms and vast array of hand drums.
The list of artists he has performed with
is literally a collection of the best bands and
musicians in the world and encompasses rock,
jazz, world, flamenco, Middle Eastern, gospel,
jamgrass, Hawaiian, and just about any genre of
music you can imagine.
Hani lived and breathed music, often awakening
in the middle of the night to work on a new tune
that came to him in a dream. If he didn’t have an
instrument in his hands you could often observe his
fingers moving as he worked out new songs in his
head. For many years, his neighbors on Greenleaf
were enchanted daily by the stirring sounds of his
magical oud playing. Indeed, the home he shared
there with his longtime love, Elise Mallove, was
constantly filled with incredible musicians, dancers,
food, and dogs, lots of happy dogs.
Hani loved Topanga and he loved to include
his talented Topanga friends (Gayle Ellett, Pete
Hillman, Amit Gilad, Jeff Smith, Joee Corso,
Jaime Scher) in many of his gigs and was a great
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teacher and mentor to all. He also performed
with Topanga’s own Fred Tackett on many
occasions. Hani cut an imposing figure, with his
strong handsome face and long luxurious curls,
his kind, smiling eyes and amazing bear hugs,
but it was his beautiful spirit that drew people
to him. Strangers were constantly coming up
to him, pulled in by some mysterious force and
often compelled to give him special talismans and
gifts. He was often sought out for his deep wisdom
and counsel and he loved nothing better than a
spirited debate and some good smoke. There is no
doubt that he is now happily engaged once again
in endless daily discussions with his great friend,

Dave Lichten, whom he has missed terribly these
past five years. Hani was a very loyal friend who
always supported his fellow musicians.
Hani bin Nassar Naser was born in his
family’s ancestral Orthodox Christian village
of Ermameen, Jordan, on March 2, 1950, and
came to the United States with his family when
he was only eight months old. Not many people
know that he was a sergeant in the U.S. Air
Force, a lawyer and businessman. He served
as Chairman of the Board of Directors for a
wonderful non-profit youth music school in
Santa Barbara called the Star Jasmine Music
Foundation (jamsmusic.org), and was deeply
involved in another extraordinary organization,
The Rhythmic Arts Project (traplearning.org),
which successfully uses rhythm and drumming
to radically transform the developmentally
disabled. He was also a long-time active member
of the Topanga Peace Alliance. Extremely close
to his heart was the Arab/Israeli conflict and
he participated in many concerts, ceremonies,
and workshops designed to foster peace and
understanding. He always believed that given the
chance, he could resolve the situation! He spent
several years working as a mediator for the City
of Los Angeles, successfully mediating many
thorny neighborhood disputes and receiving an
award from the City for his efforts.
Hani is survived by four sisters, one brother,
two sons, two daughters, and at least a million
cousins.
When it is safe to gather again, a memorial
celebration worthy of his greatness will be
planned. There is nothing Hani loved more than
a great party and he was always the heart and soul
of any gathering. Topanga will never be the same
without him.
—Elise Mallove

The Arts
Topanga Canyon Gallery
Holiday Show

“T

he Art of Giving” holiday art show at Topanga Canyon Gallery is in full
swing with an array of one-of-a-kind fine art and gifts for your family
and friends. Abstracts, Plein Air, Sculpture, Wearables, were all created by
artist members of the Gallery.
The Gallery is open Fridays, Saturdays and Sundays through December
24, Noon to 5 p.m., and by appointment.
Topanga Canyon Gallery is located at 120 N. Topanga Canyon Gallery, Topanga,
CA 90290. For information: (310) 455-7909. www.topangacanyongallery.com.

“Mrs. Bedonebyasyoudid. ‘Little boys who are only fit to play with sea-beasts
cannot go there,’ she said.” LC-USZC4-6608, LC-USZ62-123074, Prints &
Photographs Division, Library of Congress (9)

Zoom with The Water Babies,
December 19-20

T

opanga Actors Company (TAC) will present a holiday production
of Charles Kingsley’s beloved tale, The Water Babies, on Dec. 19,
repeated on Dec. 20 at 4 p.m., on Zoom.
This beloved fairy tale is the story of Tom, a chimney sweep,
whose master, Mr. Grimes, is a drunk and foul-tempered fellow.
One day, Tom accompanies Grimes to do a job at the manor house
of Sir John, a home with ninety chimneys! He loses his way in the
chimneys and, by mistake, comes out in the room of a young girl,
whom he frightens, because of his filthy, sooty appearance. The little
girl screams for help, and everyone chases him. He makes a valiant
escape, but, unfortunately, he dies. Not really! He is changed by a fairy
and transformed into a water-baby. He then makes a long journey to
become a real man again.
The show is directed by Antonia Bath and Paula LaBrot, and is
suitable for children and adults. Originally meant to help reform
abusive child labor practices in England, the first edition is, as well, a
moral fable, a treasure trove of naturalist lore.
Charles Kingsley was supportive of Darwin’s “Origin of the Species”
when writing “Water Babies.” There are many moral reminders in
the story which is a serious critique of closemindedness. A man
of his time, hence unpublishable in the current climate of political
correctness, Kingsley always supported the one rule we can all agree
on as the most beautiful rule of all time, all people, all cultures: The
Golden Rule.
So, gather the children, the grownups, the grandparents, for high
tea together and watch this wonderful story unfold. Happiest of
holiday wishes to you all from Topanga Actors Company! Cheers! n

thecanyonchronicle.com

CPA, CFP®

Business/Personal Tax &
Financial Services
Tel. 818.883.4800

Photo by Miriam Geer.

The link to join the webinar: https://us02web.zoom.us/j/86813675846
Or iPhone one-tap: US: +14086380968,,86813675846# or
+16699006833,,86813675846#

Jennifer deSpain,
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Lifestyle
The Gift of Silver Linings
By Amy Weisberg, M. Ed.
“Don’t let what you cannot do interfere with
what you can do.” —John Wooden.

W

hen I asked the parents of my students for
feedback or inspiring quotes relative to the
distance learning experience, the John Wooden
quote was given to me by Tina Melekeian. I was
in the middle of parent-teacher conferences the
week before Thanksgiving and was amazed by
the positive things parents said about how well
school was going for their children and families.
I had expected to hear about how hard distance
learning was (because it surely is challenging) and
ended my week feeling uplifted by the comments
the parents made about their children’s academic
learning, social-emotional learning, and their
perspective about this unusual moment in time.
I had been thinking about how inconvenient
school is for families now, how much time
parents are devoting to their children’s learning,
and the sacrifices that parents are making to
ensure that their children are able to access
school and continue to learn and progress even
under these circumstances.
When school takes place in person, at school,
most parents drop their children off early in the
morning and pick them up in the late afternoon
from after-school care and then have the day to
work and take care of other younger siblings. Now
parenting has become a 24/7 job and teaching has
too. The focus on children has become what is
most uplifting during this time, and the devotion
of both parents and teachers, a unifying force.
Even though all of this is true, I was glad
to hear the parents of my students and some
former students, tell me about the silver linings
they’ve discovered during the pandemic Zoom
school experience.
The gifts have come early this holiday
season and are sprinkled throughout the school
experience and the ways families are adapting to
collaborating with teachers to give children the
best experience possible.
“I never thought I’d be a part-time kindergarten
teacher, but in times like these anything is
possible and necessary. The time I get with my
son, hands-on, is impactful and we will both
have these memories” —C. Beau Pollock

As a teacher, I was concerned that my students’
academic learning occur as close to a traditional
school experience as possible. I wanted to
provide materials for them to have hands-on
learning, to challenge them with independent
learning experiences and to engage their parents
for the special, one-to-one instruction at home.
I conducted pre-conference assessments and
was so thrilled to see that the strategy has
paid off and I am honestly excited to see that
the children have made such good progress.
Watching parents work with their children on
videos submitted to the Seesaw platform that I
use for student engagement, is the highlight of
my teaching day.
“I would just like to say I’m very surprised
at the amount of things that Hendrix has
learned in your class, it’s very impressive!”
—Heather Roma

The Gift of Learning Responsibility
“I am continually surprised by how responsible
they have become.” —Lisa O’Connor

Surprisingly, the children can handle more of their
school responsibilities than I had imagined. They
are learning to organize their materials, come to
Zoom class prepared to learn and complete work,
and are excited to engage with their classmates

and teachers. They participate in class discussions
and are learning our school and district-wide
rules: Be Safe, Be Respectful and Be Responsible.
While it is challenging to monitor behavior
during distance learning, we are able to see the
children practice these rules by safely sitting at
a desk or table during class and using learning
materials, such as scissors, safely. The children
demonstrate respectful behavior by taking turns
during class discussions, raising their hand to
be called on, and listening to their classmates’
contributions. They properly name their Zoom
screen square, keep their video on while class
is in progress, and keep their “mute” button
on when listening or waiting for a turn. In this
way, all children get a turn to talk, and learn to
listen. The children demonstrate responsibility by
arriving on time, having their materials ready, and
turning in their independent work on time. All of
this requires the support and assistance of their
parents, who generously take the time to patiently
reinforce school norms. In the classroom, I would
be responsible for reinforcing most of these rules,
but during distance learning, parents and teachers
are partners.
“For us, a “silver lining” of this time is the
significant increase in responsibility our fiveyear-old is demonstrating. For school, she
independently logs onto her classes, renames
herself, knows how to mute/unmute, start/stop
video. She self-schedules her time to complete
her independent work and arranges her own
snacks.” —Melissa Shoup Gheen

The Gift of Time Together
For the many parents I’ve talked to, the sacrifice
and stress of distance learning is balanced by the
surprising benefits of time together as a family.
“For us the silver lining has been lots more
together time since we travel so much less
than usual during the pandemic. So, we have
gotten much more together time and family
time and got a puppy!” —Dashiell King
Biehn, Jennifer and Michael

The time at home, has allowed parents to help their
children set up learning spaces, a habit that will
likely continue to support their student’s learning
in the future. Children have learned to organize
their materials and parents are sharing ideas
with each other about keeping learning materials
organized. In fact, the parents in my class have set
up a What’s App text chain and talk to each other
frequently. This is a great outcome of the digital
age we are all operating in now. When parents
would normally congregate outside the classroom
door at drop-off and pick-up time, they now text,
FaceTime, and Zoom with each other to share tips
and confirm assignments. We have had Back-toSchool Night and parent meetings on Zoom and
while we all miss getting together in person, we are
grateful that we have bonded as a class.
It is satisfying to be able to make real
connections with the children as we get to know
them. I am continually surprised by how much
I learn about a child through the Zoom class
and the work they submit via video and photo.
I get a peek into their learning process and
their personality. When conferencing with one
parent, David Dorfman, he noted that his son
was fond of making videos to show his work, but
sometimes rushed through it, and commented,
“His challenge is not going to be charm.” We
both laughed and recognized his son’s charming
performance on video was such fun to watch.
“As a full-time working mom, the best thing
about distance learning has been the ability
to spend more time with my son every day
and to be more tapped into what his real
time progress and challenges might be.

One of Mrs. Weisberg’s students, Romi, sent this to
her with permission from her mom to publish.

The difficult part has been balancing the
attention needed with my work from home
meeting schedule.” —Tijana Srdanov

Balancing time for working parents has always
been a challenge. I remember it well! Now, with
everyone at home, creating the time and space
for concentrated work, and dedicated parenting,
is even more of a challenge. I empathize with the
parents of my students who are having to do it all.
As a teacher, I have the challenge of balancing a
rigorous curriculum that will enable my students
to progress, with the understanding that a lot of
flexibility is required now. Sometimes parents need
to share their frustration and luckily, we can share
an understanding as we are all in this together.
“Distance Learning is wrapped in a bliss as we
spent more time with our child. We are part of
the learning process. Bird by bird, we witness
the progress of our child and see his talent,
excitement, and commitment blossom daily
in front of our eyes. Guiding him through his
homework, we have the advantage to support
him and the chance to heal our own complex
childhood. Our son’s progress and development
are apparent on a daily level as we’re participants
in this process, especially with the daily feedback
reflected by his teachers’ remarks. We don’t wait
‘til the end of the semester to learn about our
child’s progress!
We’re lucky to have a small yet diverse
assembly of teachers headed by Mrs.Weisberg.
She is a well experienced, perfectly qualified and
committed to each of her children. Very inspiring
to listen and watch her passionately conducting
this promising raw, wild, and young orchestra!
Finally, our child becomes diverse in using the
computer. Something he would need anyway
in the near future. However, we need to keep
his childhood domain safe and as holistic as
possible regardless of the false temptation of the
electronic aggressive media! Something the school
as well as Mrs. Weisberg is very aware of.” —
Noor’s parents, Mervat and Hanna Elias

This is an inconvenient time. We are isolated
and missing our families and friends. We are
missing birthdays, anniversaries and holidays,
and are being asked to look for the small gifts,
the moments, the laughs over Zoom, the
birthday video compilations, the school morning
assemblies consisting of pages of more than 150
participants, the desire so many of us have to
connect with others. We keep telling ourselves,
there will be light at the end of the tunnel, and
we will perhaps walk out of this tunnel with a
new appreciation for the mundane regularity of
life. We will remember these gifts of achievement,
spending time together, helping each other, and
continue to look for the silver linings that are
really the best gifts of this holiday season. n
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My Corner of the Canyon
The Spirit of Christmas Present 2020
By Kathie Gibboney

E

ach time I think of this holiday season, and
what should be the celebratory nature of the
time, I am hard pressed to find the star. I know it’s
up there; stars are even out in the day, it’s just that
we can’t see them. Now, amidst this atmosphere of
public spewing forth of rotten, ugly, hateful fears
and feelings, as rancid as a sour eggnog, we need
that shining star of hope and peace.
At this time of the rolling year, I turn to my wellworn copy of Dickens’ “A Christmas Carol.” In
this weary world, I think there are certain stories,
poems, songs, floating in the cosmos that are
given to mortals as gifts from angels to lighten our
way. There is something so eternal and true about
these offerings, as with, Dickens’ tale of Scrooge’s
reclamation, that they seem beyond mere human
creation and more part of a great big shining thing.
I know the lilting tune that is “Greensleeves”
was bestowed from the ethers, as was the superb
and ridiculous sound of a donkey’s bray. Author
Kenneth Grahame, in his book, “The Wind in the
Willows,” was a vessel for an otherworldly chapter,
“The Piper at the Gates of Dawn.” Yeats got the,
The silver apples of the moon, the golden apples of
the sun, but then he’s Irish and deserving. Envious
I am of all through whom such holy, artistic grace
has flowed and that includes you, Dr. Suess.
But it is in “A Christmas Carol” that I find a
character of such benevolence and universal good
will that it fills my heart with a desire to emulate it.
I long to walk for just a few steps in the footprints of
The Spirt of Christmas Present. He is described as,
“Jolly, and glorious to see, in a garment of simple
green, with only a holly wreath upon its head, set
here and there with shining icicles. Its face genial,
its eye sparkling, its hand open. And ‘round its
middle was an antique scabbard, but no sword was
in it and the sheath was eaten up with rust. In its
hand it bore a glowing torch, in shape not unlike
Plenty’s horn, and held up high to shed its light.”
As Scrooge moves with the Spirit through
Christmas London Town, he observes that
whenever the torch is raised, like a bright star,
over a group of citizens a feeling of happiness and
good humor prevail. Even when shoppers in a
hurry jostle each other and might otherwise have
exchanged angry words, the Spirit but raised the
torch, sprinkling a bit of its incense on the two
combatants and they became best of friends. “For,
they said, it was a shame to quarrel upon Christmas
Day. And so it was! God love it, so it was!”
If only I could bear such a torch at this time
in our world and speed throughout the mall or
globe, stopping in places deep and dark, ceasing
anger, easing pain, bringing together those from
opposing sides and, by standing invisible at
their elbow, with but a shake of the torch, help

Charles Dickens’ Spirit of Christmas Present was the second of three spirits to visit
Scrooge, who in the end, declares, “I will honour Christmas in my heart, and try to keep
it all the year.”

them find a bridge on which to meet.
Ah, but alas, tarnished as I am, I’m not worthy of
such a noble honor. However, it occurs to me that
every year a new Spirit of Christmas Present needs
to be chosen. Maybe, hundreds of Christmases
hence, my spirit may evolve, the tarnish on my
halo cleaned away and I might, humbly, for one
Christmastime pick up the torch.
Then, as a gift from above, a message arrives,
profound, pure, and true: There is not just one Spirit
of Christmas Present, but it is all of us. We are all
Christmas Present! All of us, together, here in 2020,
holding up our own torches to make one big light.
So, for now, I light my bayberry candle,

Topanga Christian Fellowship

“The Little Church That Could”

grateful that I live in Topanga and had a family in a
place where neighbors shared Snow Night at Pine
Tree Circle, and children laughed, while overhead,
carols played, and signs announcing the Topanga
Nutcracker would deck our Canyon roads, and
a fire would glow warm and bright in the grand
fireplace at the Community House.
I will don my gay apparel, go forth like a
Who with an open heart, stepping lively through
December’s Days, a festive mask covering my
goofy smile. I take all that as my torch, brightened
with friendship, fantastic stories, the clear sound
of a bell, one candy cane, and the great tenderness
of the idea of peace. n
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Community
COVID-19 Diary
on her walk.
11/6/20
Corona virus record day with
122,000 covid-19 cases.
By Jean Colonomos
Dear Reader,
his column is dedicated to the
intrepid, creative staff of
The Canyon Chronicle. I thank
Publisher/Editor, Flavia Potenza;
Creative Director, Nira Lichten;
Associate Editor, Kait Leonard;
Senior Reporter, Annemarie
Donkin; Creative Consultant,
Eiffel Nazaryan; Contributors,
Linda Ballou, Joel Bellman,
Kathie Gibboney, Paula LaBrot;
Amy Weisberg, Pablo Capra,
Eric Fitzgerald, and Copy Editor/
Distribution, Ellie Carroll. Thank
you for keeping us current.

T

11/3/20
Colonoscopy on Election Day!
My dear friend, Karla, drove us
up Santa Monica Boulevard. Door
fronts and windows were boarded
up as if we were in a third world
country. My 10 a.m. appointment
was delayed two hours as the office
was overwhelmed with patients
and only one anesthesiologist.
When it was finally my turn, I
found out from a caring Filipina
nurse that people weren’t coming
because they were afraid of angry
protestors. An emergency, second
anesthesiologist arrived whom
I called my fairy godmother
when she sent me into a lovely,
dreamless sleep. Later Sheila said
the drug they used was the one
Michael Jackson was addicted to.
11/4/20
Chicago: Last week, my daughter
was walking in the neighborhood
with a friend. They bumped
into a friend of her friend—all
were masked—and chatted for
a bit. Today Sarah went to a new
dermatologist and when the doctor
walked in, it struck her there was
something familiar about the
woman. Then she laughed. She
was the masked woman Sarah met

11/7/20
Because it was such a blessed
moment when at 9:47 PT, Joe
Biden was declared the 46th
President and Kamala Harris
became the first woman, South
Asian and African-American to
be the Vice President, I asked
some family and friends where
they were when the Democrats’
victory was declared.
Sarah, IL: “We heard about it
in the car going to Millennium
park. It was a bright, sunny day
and Lou said, ‘There’s warmth
again in the world.’”
Karen, MD: “I was out
walking…My daughter texted
me in the middle of this beautiful
park.”
Me, CA: “I was in my kitchen
listening to MSNBC and burst
into tears.”
Lindsay, CA: “I was watching
CNN and crying. Reporter Van
Jones was crying too.”
11/10/20
Lynn, Diesel, Brentwood: “How
are Trump books selling?” I asked.
She indicated a table full and
said, “They’re on sale but no one’s
buying.”
Yves, Paris: On the phone, I
told him about my colonoscopy.
“I’m going to tell you a funny
story about mine I had years
ago,” he said. “I was traumatized
as a six-year-old when I had to
be anesthetized. From that time,
I couldn’t be put out. There was
a doctor friend in Le Havre who
was an anesthetist and I asked if
he would put me under. I stayed
at his house and when it came
time to drink each concoction
that would help elimination, he
ordered, ‘You’ll drink one glass
and then take a shot of whiskey.’
The colonoscopy came out fine
and back at his house my friend
said, ‘Now one more whiskey.’”
I sent my grandkids the book,
“The Soul of an Octopus” as they’d

liked the movie, “The Octopus
Teacher.” When eight-year-old
William looked puzzled, my
daughter asked if he knew what
soul meant. He responded, “The
soul is the ghost form of you.”
11/12/20
“What if the moon said the night
will tell you secrets if you listen to
the music inside of stones?” from
“Turtle Island,” by poet Diane
Frank, Author of While Listening
to the Enigma Variations.
11/17/20
Bloomsbury Books, Sheila on
Obama’s book release. We received
107 copies and many were spoken
for.” In 24 hours, over 890,000
copies of “A Promised Land”
were sold.
Uncle Red: “I was inspired
by yves and his colonoscopy
story when he took a shot of
whiskey after drinking each
laxative. I was in a new
Hollywood restaurant and the
manager asked if I’d like a shot of
Japanese whiskey. I thought of
yves and downed the shot.”
11/18/20
Pfizer announced it has a
corona virus vaccine that’s 90%
effective.

11/20/20
“Wintering,” In British Kathryn
May’s memoir, with her young
son she visited Stonehenge, a preChristian site where the Druids
worshipped. Their belief system,
rooted in nature, is based on
the four solstices and the four
equinoxes. They see Dec. 21 as
the birth of the New Year of the
world. It’s also my daughter’s
birthday.
11/26/20
Epilogue: “A Turn Toward Red”
Cherries burn in their green nests/
windows to a red world/ Tiny
finches steal them and so do we/a
wilderness of bees in the garden/
Flesh rose, guilder rose, hawthorn/
and holly, the cardinal’s racket/
Red Tide, the color of deep adobe/
rolls relentlessly toward shore/ Red
weather in the heart/ Unhindered
red/a quick bright tongue lick/
Unending flow of red/in blood we
came/ In blood we will to/ a scaffold
of stone/ Crimson center of corona
virus/ being here is everything
From Nocturnes: Between
Flesh and Stone by poet Mary Kay
Rummel, published by Blue Light
Press.
Happy Holidays, Everyone! n
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Environment
Hugelkultur: Learning to Love Carbon
By Flavia Potenza

Carbon sequestration in
the most sustainable sense
of the word.

A

Dumping buckets of native soil on the nearly finished mound.

(therevelator.org/biochar-burn/). n
For more information about
Hugelkultur and Studio Petrichor,
contact Shawn Maestretti at

shawn@studio-petrichor.com, (323)
632-7844. For the newsletter with
listings of presentations, workshops,
and events: newsletter@studiopetrichor.com via gmail.mcsv.net.

Photo by Kat High
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First layer starts with cardboard, then green waste, bio-char, bamboo vinegar, and soil.

Photo by Kat High

pile of native soil with four
shovels standing like sentinels,
flattened cardboard boxes, tubs of
green waste, old fence boards, and
dead tree limbs of varying sizes and
shapes, were within easy access to
a slope in Native American (Hupa
tribe) Kat High’s back yard.
Buckets containing a mysterious
substance called bio-char and a
spray bottle containing bamboo
vinegar also stood at the ready as
did the eight people in attendance
early on a Saturday morning.
This was one of High’s
Kiddiwische workshops that
introduce ancient traditions and
methods of American Indian
cultures about living sustainably
with the earth. Audience attendance
was by invitation only, reduced due
to the CDC’s COVID-19 pandemic
advisories. Everyone wore masks
and kept distanced, even in an
outdoor work environment like this.
Leading the workshop were
Regenerative Garden Designers
Leigh Adams and Shawn Maestretti,
who is a licensed landscape architect,
California contractor, and ISA
certified arborist. They were fresh out
of a biodiversity symposium in Los
Angeles and had the enthusiasm to
show for it. After brief introductions,
they directed the group to a small
sloped area where Maestretti had
carved away the first level of what
would become a Hugelkultur berm,
or mound “that would harvest and
retain moisture, build healthy soil,
grow a healthy garden, and support
community.”
Hugelkultur (a German noun
that translates to “mound culture”)
is a horticultural technique where
mounds constructed in layers of wood
materials, such as felled trees and
other compostable biomass, are used
as raised planting beds. Practiced in
Germany and Eastern European
societies for hundreds of years, the
technique is being revitalized as an
important, sustainable solution in
modern regenerative gardens.
High’s slope would become the
beginnings of a terraced mound
that would nourish her soon-to-be
sustainably landscaped yard where
she holds her workshops.
“First, we’ll layer the cardboard
(carbon) and wet it,” said Maestretti
“Then we add green waste (nitrogen),
some of this wonderful alpaca dung
that Leigh found, decomposed
wood, branches, and soil, wetting
each layer as we go along.” The two
were ecstatic about the alpaca dung
but any kind of manure can be used.
“Think of lasagna,” he explained
as he maneuvered a huge slab
of cardboard, “the holy grail of
cardboard,” and tossed a few
handfuls of leaves and twigs to
ensure air pockets that would

keep the process from becoming
anaerobic. “Don’t discriminate
against carbon,” Maestretti said.
“Cardboard is our invitation
to the mycorrhizal fungi to break
down the decaying wood and
to other fungi that break down
hydrocarbons (e.g., wax-lined food
containers) and stil other organisms
that produce a healthy soil-tofood-to-web system,” Adams said.
The fungi are found throughout
the world in organic material and
supporting interconnected living
systems.
The group set to, dragging and
layering the cardboard into place,
wetting it down and following in
turn with scrap wood and branches,
leaves, and the “magical” biochar
and bamboo vinegar, all covered
with soil. Larger tree branches
were layered in the remaining three
layers with what Leigh referred to
as the gnarled and curved “sexy
logs,” woven together as “fencing” to
support the mound.
The mound-building finished,
the morning ended with a delicious
lunch, a feast featuring Kat High’s
fried steelhead trout with lemon
sauce, and Maestretti’s veggie chili, a
wild rice and cattails salad, elderberry
fizz to drink, and mesquite pecan
cookies, and so much more.
In their newsletter, Adams and
Maestretti also recommended a
new book, “Burn: Using Fire to
Cool the Earth,” by Albert Bates
and Kathleen Draper: “Right now
carbon is getting a bad rap. Carbon
creates dirty energy. Carbon creates
grit, grime and gunk,” they write.
“Carbon should be global-warming
enemy number one. But in truth,
carbon is something we should all
love and cherish. Carbon is life. In
the right balance, carbon gives life.”

Shawn Maestretti puts the finishing touches on the mound as Leigh Adams weaves lacing logs, what she calls the “sexy logs” into
a kind of fencing to support the mound.
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Saddle Peak Road

Listed by William Preston Bowling
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(310) 428-5085

4 Bed | 3 Bath
Listed at $3,500,000

Ocean views and city lights surround this spacious craftsman architectural. Enjoy your 2.55 acre estate situated on a secluded
knoll that blends into large sandstone rock formations. Enter this 4 bedroom, 3 bath home with custom high vaulted wood
ceilings from your private road/driveway/motorcourt. Built in the year 2000, this 3360 square foot estate features formal
entry with expansive hallways for hanging art/photography. Tasteful distances between bedrooms and eagle’s nest office
suite (private entrance) with views from every window. Entertaining from massive decks watching fireworks on summer
nights to sunsets and city lights, welcome to your forever home.

Hodgson Circle Drive
4 Bed |5 Bath
Chryssa Lightheart - (310) 663-3696

$1,499,000

Exciting palatial Spanish-styled home with spellbinding views from
every room. Extraordinary views over Old Topanga. Open floor plan.
Frosted bedroom doors to allow sunlight in the hallway. Fresh paint
inside and out. Newly planted garden.

Hillside Drive
3 Bed | 2 Bath
Chryssa Lightheart - (310) 663-3696

$1,165,000

A magical Topanga setting with stunning views on 1.3 acres. A private
knoll top is perfect for picnics or meditations. Large flat garden area,
10 fruit bearing trees, Oaks and others. A 500sf brick patio, perfect for
entertaining. Enough flat land for potential addition.

Vacant Land
IN ESCROW

GATED HORSE PROPERTY WITH PANORAMIC VIEWS
Corsham Road
$999,000
9.94 acres
William Preston Bowling

AMAZING TOPANGA CYN DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITY
Callon Drive
$395,000
0.44 acres
William Preston Bowling

2-LOT OPPORTUNITY WITH BEAUTIFUL VIEWS
Vesey Road
$85,000
0.49 acre
Christine Kapetan

(310) 428-5085

(310) 428-5085

(310) 804-8336
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